
{p6} Inflatatopia: 
Process critique {M: 11.11+ T: 11.12} at WASH outside.
FINAL public installation {T: 11.19 + W: 11.20} fully inflating from 
11am-2pm at the LSC Mall area.

Challenge:
Collaboratively design and create a sculptural form for a public space that 
viewers may physically enter. These invented worlds will be inflated, site 
specific units that use space in a surprising or interesting manner that 
entices the university public to enter into/and or interact with the piece, and 
address the specific location in a new way.

The initial phase of Inflatatopia begins with individual site visit{s}, ideations 
and design development. A significant aspect of this project involves 
working outside of class as well as delegating team responsibilities and 
goals. 

Objectives:
Interesting, ambitious and thoughtfully made
Demonstrate high quality craftsmanship
Work efficiently and productively as a team member
Collaboratively design, construct + implement a site specific public artwork.
Research artists, designers, architects of interest {explore the creative 
resources link on our website!}
Hold its shape via the design of only fused plastic and air. 
 
Project Guidelines: 
+ Be self directed in research, experimentation and problem solving
+ Work constructively, collaboratively and creatively within a deadline and 

according to project guidelines
+ Develop air tight jointing methods and high quality craftsmanship
+ Convert sheets of flat material into an interesting three dimensional form
+ Explore adapting sewing methods {working with patterns, folds, darts, 

pleats, overlapping}
+ Photographically document your process and final outcome 
+ Form entices the public to enter the piece. MUST BE ABLE TO FIT AT 
LEAST TEN GROWN UP BODIES INSIDE of  THE PIECE.
+ It must withstand the outdoor elements {wind/rain/sun}  

+ All members of team participate in the elevator pitch

+ Site specific consideration and adaptation; use space in a surprising/interesting 
way

+ Confirm all electrical outlets at site work at time of site selection and again one 
week in advance {!!!}

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History}

s p a c e        

S T U D I O
Investigate:                                        
form                                                          
line                                                           
shape                                                   
value                                                  
texture                                                  
color                                                         
space                                                     
volume                                                 
mass                                                   
balance                                                
variety                                            
harmony                                            
rhythm                                              
repetition                                              
scale                                                 
movement                                             
time+gravity                                           
addition                                     
appendages                                
attachment                             
architectural                               
assemblage                                  
asymmetry                                        
ambition {dazzle yourself+dazzle us}
balance                                                    
economy                                          
exterior space                                  
elevator pitch                                                       
extensions + appendages                                            
fusing plastic                                                                                                                              
inflatable                                             
interior space                                            
inflatable cookbook {ant farm}                                               
installation                                                                  
sampling                                                 
site specific                                      
manipulation                                   
model                                           
overlapping plastic                                    
pleats + folds                                  
transparent + translucent                                         
volume                                                          
utopia



+ Application secured for site usage by Dan at the LSC by Friday, 11.1 at 5pm.

+ All members of team must be present for entire event and remain fully engaged

Materials: Clear plastic sheeting {recommended 3 or 4 mil. plastic 
available at Walmart and Home Depot in the painting department}, aluminum 
foil,wax paper, box cutter, Exacto knife, scissors, binder clips, ruler, heating 
device {iron of some variety, flat iron, heat gun, soldering iron},large fan 
{attaching methods to the fan-bungie cords; clear plastic tape} door 
solutions {zipper, velcro} extension cords, needle, thread, sewing machine 
{may sew then fuse plastic}, sharpie {must remove measuring lines with 
rubbing alcohol wipes} camera and visual journal.
Optional+based on professor approval: implementing colored plastic on form

NO: glue of any kind or surface color treatments. ONLY plastic + air.

Site Visits + Research {record in VJ} Due:___________
+ Visit potential sites around the LSC, consider what areas have good foot 

traffic? The only spaces you can use are on the GRASS.

+ Research buildings around the LSC, what is taught in those spaces? + 
Consider audience, what kind of invented world would you appreciate on 
campus? 

+ What does this idea of a utopia mean to you? How does your 
contemporary artist use space and/or the idea of utopia?

+ Documentation: via drawings + photos of the building of your inflatable.

+ What is the relationship between the surface {outside} and the inside 
{interior of form}? 

+ What skills do you hope to gain from the this collaborative project? 

+ Sketch out several ideas, examine, reexamine and really think through your ideas 
and your form and discuss ideas with your team.

Team Elevator Pitch: After significant research and planning each team will 
present Inflatotopia plan for approval. Please see separate Elevator Pitch guidelines 
and requirements. {W: 10.23 + R: 10.24}
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Evaluation: You will earn your grade by an overall evaluation of the 
following components:

Self supporting-maintaining its shape using only plastic+air
Elevator pitch {individual role in this process} 
Meeting all project parameters/guidelines {site specific}
Craftsmanship {in support of both design+concept}
Overall ambition+visual interest
Overall concept {idea...be INNOVATIVE}
Collaborative teamwork {individual team evaluations + participation + attitude}

Reading: Reference your lecture reading calendar and consider how 
ideas and concepts relate to visually solving this specific problem. How do 
artists from the past and present come up with ideas? How do they handle 
materials? What are trends in contemporary art+design as it relates to 
space? Transparency? Plastic? Inflatable Forms? Collaboration? Think.

In the Making: Options for Contemporary Art by Linda Weintraub

Making Art: Form and Meaning by Terry Barrett

LSC Contact Information:

Dan McDaniels, LSC Director, LSC room 311D

Phone: 936.294.1759

Paperwork due to Dan by Friday, Nov. 1st at 5pm to secure 
location after professor approval.

Explore creative resources + links:
shsuWASH.com
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